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Abstract. We review some properties of the space of connections as the natural arena
for canonical (quantum) gravity, and compare to the case of the superspace of 3-metrics.
We detail how a 1-parameter family of metrics on the space of connections arises from
the canonical analysis for general relativity which has a natural interpretation in terms
of invariant tensors on the algebra of the gauge group. We also review the description
of canonical GR as a geodesic principle on the space of connections, and comment on the
existence of a time variable which could be used in the interpretation of the quantum theory.
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1 Introduction
Loop quantum gravity (LQG) is a canonical quantisation of general relativity in connection va-
riables and the natural continuation of the geometrodynamics programme initiated by Wheeler,
DeWitt and others in the 1950s for general relativity in the more conventional metric forma-
lism. As was realised early on in the study of geometrodynamics (see e.g. the review [15]),
in order to understand canonical quantum gravity one must first understand the structure of
the configuration space of the theory, famously denoted by Wheeler as superspace; it is an
infinite-dimensional manifold whose points correspond to (equivalence classes of) metrics on
a 3-dimensional spatial slice Σ. The first systematic study of the properties of this space is
probably due to DeWitt [10], and today the mathematical properties of Wheeler’s superspace
are fairly well understood. In contrast, the space of connections seems to have mainly been of
interest in the study of Yang–Mills theory, and attracted less interest in the quantum gravi-
ty literature, particularly for non-compact gauge group G (e.g. G = SO(3, 1); we will mainly
discuss four spacetime dimensions). Here, inspired by the review [15] of the superspace of geo-
metrodynamics, we summarise some properties of the space of connections which are of interest
in canonical quantum gravity, highlighting similarities and differences to the space of metrics.
After some definitions, we review the Hamiltonian analysis of GR in connection variables for
general Barbero–Immirzi parameter γ (for a previous derivation of the canonical formalism from
a different action see [9]). The Hamiltonian constraint of the theory defines a metric on the space
of connections in the usual way. We argue that the one-parameter family of metrics defined by
all choices for γ are precisely those local metrics linear in the curvature obtained by demanding
gauge invariance; they correspond to all possible three-index invariant tensors for the adjoint
representation of the gauge group G. We outline how pure GR can be understood to arise from
a geodesic principle on the space of connections. Finally, we comment on the existence of a natu-
⋆This paper is a contribution to the Special Issue “Loop Quantum Gravity and Cosmology”. The full collection
is available at http://www.emis.de/journals/SIGMA/LQGC.html
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ral time variable on the space of connections and possible consequences on the interpretation of
a canonical quantisation of GR in connection variables, such as loop quantum gravity.
2 The space of connections
The central object in the following discussion will be a connection Ω on a principal fibre bundleE
which in physics is usually thought of as trivial, E ≃ Σ×G, where Σ is a 3-dimensional manifold
thought of as a “constant time slice” in a 4-dimensional spacetime, and G is the gauge group of
the theory. Fixing a particular section in E, we will think of Ω as a one-form on Σ valued in the
Lie algebra g. Then the space of all such one-forms A admits an action of the group G of gauge
transformations in Σ corresponding to the change of section; elements of G can be thought of
as functions G→ Σ. In coordinates on Σ, G acts as
Ω 7→ gΩ, (g ◦ Ω)(x) := g−1(x)Ω(x)g(x) + g−1(x)dg(x).
Of particular interest is then the space A/G of connections up to gauge transformations, or an
extension of it: In loop quantum gravity the space A is extended to the space A of generali-
sed connections, which can be defined as the space of homomorphisms from the hoop group
(piecewise analytic loops with fixed base point) to the gauge group G. Clearly any connection Ω
defines such a homomorphism through its holonomies, but A is larger in that it assumes no
“continuity” on the homomorphisms which are left arbitrary.
If the gauge group G is taken to be compact, one can then define the Ashtekar–Lewandowski
measure [3] dµAL(Ω) on A through the normalised Haar measure on the group; first consider
a functional f [Ω] on A depending on a finite number of (generalised) holonomies
f [Ω] ≡ f (Hγ1(Ω), . . . ,Hγn(Ω))
(γ1, . . . , γn are paths in Σ), which can be integrated with respect to dµAL(Ω) by∫
dµAL(Ω) f [Ω] ≡
∫
dg1 . . . dgn f(g1, . . . , gn). (1)
The measure is then rigorously defined for all of A through projective limits, see [3] for details.
It is invariant under gauge transformations and 3-diffeomorphisms. Note that this is a purely
group-theoretic construction without reference to the Hamiltonian constraint of any gravity
theory. In Section 4 we will encounter a metric on A, defined by the Hamiltonian constraint of
GR, which is also gauge invariant (so it projects to A/G) and (potentially) 3-diffeomorphism
invariant; in that section we will work on a more formal level and not be able to construct
a rigorous definition of a measure analogous to that induced by (1).
3 Hamiltonian GR in connection variables
It is well known that general relativity in four dimensions, with vanishing cosmological constant,
can be defined in terms of the action1
S =
1
8πG
∫
Σ×R
(
1
2
ǫabcde
a ∧ eb ∧Rcd[ω]
)
, (2)
where spacetime is topologically of the form Σ × R for an unspecified 3-manifold topology Σ,
ωab is a g-valued one-form viewed as a connection (the gauge group G is SO(3, 1) or SO(4),
1Here and in the following, indices a, b, c, . . . denote internal indices for the Lorentz group G, I, J,K, . . . are
internal indices of the compact subgroup of rotations, whereas i, j, k, . . . = 1, 2, 3 are spatial coordinate indices.
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or an appropriate cover), Rab its curvature, and ea is an R4-valued one-form representing an
orthonormal frame. The following slight generalisation of (2) is the starting point for loop
quantum gravity (LQG):
S =
1
8πG
∫
Σ×R
(
1
2
ǫabcde
a ∧ eb ∧Rcd[ω] + 1
γ
ea ∧ eb ∧Rab[ω]
)
, (3)
where γ is a real parameter, known as the Barbero–Immirzi parameter, which is fundamental
in LQG. It was shown by Holst [19] that the canonical analysis of (3) leads to the structure of
LQG but the equivalent term in metric variables ǫµνρσR
µνρσ in a gravity Lagrangian had been
considered much earlier [18]. Variation of (3) with respect to ea gives the equation of motion
1
2
ǫabcd
(
eb ∧Rcd)+ 1
γ
eb ∧Rab = 0 →
(
Rca − 1
2
Rδca
)
+
s
2γ
Radef ǫ
defc = 0, (4)
where we have written out the equation in components in the frame defined by ea and s = ±1
is the spacetime signature. One recognises the vacuum Einstein equations plus a piece that will
vanish if torsion is zero. The second equation of motion resulting from varying ωab is
1
2
ǫabcd
(−T a ∧ eb + ea ∧ T b)+ 1
γ
(−Tc ∧ ed + ec ∧ Td) = 0, (5)
where Cartan’s first equation of structure dea = T a − ωab ∧ eb was used and it was then seen
that all terms involving the connection cancel. (5) implies that T a ∧ eb = 0, and subsequently
that the torsion two-form T a vanishes identically, if the two terms in (5) are not Hodge dual to
another, i.e. γ2 6= s (so in particular, for Lorentzian signature any real γ is admissible). Then (4)
and (5) are equivalent to the equations of GR.
Now focussing on the Hamiltonian formulation of (3), we perform the (3+1) splitting and
define two one-forms and two 0-forms in Σ by
Ea ≡ eai dxi, χa ≡ eat , Ωab ≡ ωabi dxi, Ξab ≡ ωabt ,
where i = 1, 2, 3 is now a spatial index and t labels the time component (after we have fixed
a time coordinate in the original spacetime Σ× R). The action (3) then becomes
S =
1
8πG
∫
R
dt
∫
Σ
Ω˙ab ∧
(
1
2
ǫabcdE
c ∧ Ed + 1
γ
Ea ∧ Eb
)
+ χa
(
ǫabcdE
b ∧Rcd + 2
γ
Eb ∧Rab
)
+Ξab
(
1
2
ǫabcdD
(Ω)
(
Ec ∧Ed)+ 1
γ
D(Ω) (Ea ∧ Eb)
)
, (6)
where we have integrated by parts ignoring boundary terms (assuming Σ to be compact) and
the covariant exterior derivative D(Ω) acts as
D(Ω)
(
Ea ∧ Eb) = d(Ea ∧Eb)+Ωac ∧ Ec ∧ Eb +Ωbc ∧Ea ∧Ec. (7)
Determining the momentum conjugate to the connection Ωab, one finds the vector density
πiab =
1
16πG
ǫijkǫabcdE
c
jE
d
k +
1
8πγG
ǫijkEjaEkb, (8)
while the momenta conjugate to Ξab, χa and Eai are seen to vanish. In Hamiltonian language,
all these conditions give primary constraints which should be added to the original “naive”
Hamiltonian. Their consistency under time evolution leads to secondary constraints, which
split into two groups: Those obtained from conservation of (8) and of the vanishing of the
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momenta P ia conjugate to E
a
i can be solved for some of the Lagrange multipliers; the other
constraints Gab = δSδΞab and Ha = δSδχa are constraints on the dynamical variables.
Altogether one has a phase space parametrised by 40 variables (Ωabi ,Ξ
ab, Eai , χ
a) plus their
canonical momenta for each point in Σ, subject to primary and secondary constraints. It is
a convenient procedure to remove χa and Ξab from the phase space and view them as Lagrange
multipliers enforcing the constraints Gab and Ha on the dynamical variables; it is also consistent
to use (8) to replace Eai by π
i
ab everywhere and to formulate all of the dynamics purely in terms
of (Ωabi , π
i
ab) after adding six constraints enforcing π
i
ab to be of the form (8)
2. These are the
simplicity constraints
Cij ≡ ǫabcdΠiabΠjcd, Πiab ≡ πiab −
γ
2
ǫab
cdπicd; (9)
consistency of those constraints under time evolution generates the additional constraints [5]
Dij ≡ ǫabcdΠkcdΠ(iaeD(Ω)k Πj)b
e
, (10)
where D
(Ω)
k is a (gauge-)covariant derivative as in (7). (9) and (10) form a second class pair and
therefore, by the Dirac algorithm, have to be solved before quantisation3. This is the motivation
for passing to time gauge and reducing the gauge group from SO(3, 1) to SO(3) or SU(2), as
we will outline at the end of this section after having derived the first class constraints.
Among the constraints enforced by the Lagrange multipliers χa, Ξab (i.e. the secondary
constraints coming from vanishing of their conjugate momenta), we have the Gauss constraint
familiar from gauge theories,
Gab ≡ D(Ω)i πiab,
which generates G gauge transformations. The other four constraints split into diffeomorphism
and Hamiltonian constraints, according to their interpretation in terms of gauge transformations
(spatial/time diffeomorphisms). One now has (18+18) phase space variables per point in Σ
and 10 first class and 12 second class constraints which reduce to two physical degrees of freedom.
To identify the diffeomorphism and Hamiltonian constraints, one can decompose the R4-
valued Lagrange multiplier χa as
χa = eat =
eta
gtt
− eai
etbe
ib
gtt
≡ −N2 eta + eaiN i,
where we introduce the inverse tetrad (eµa) and gtt ≡ etaeta; a nondegeneracy condition det e 6= 0
has to be assumed as in other approaches to quantum gravity. It is rather unclear how to
guarantee this at the quantum level4. N and N i are the usual lapse and shift of canonical GR.
The term involving χa in (6) can now be rewritten as
χa
4πG
(
ǫabcdE
b
i R˜
icd +
2
γ
Ebi R˜
i
ab
)
= − N
2
4πG
eta
(
ǫabcdE
b
i R˜
icd +
2
γ
Ebi R˜
i
ab
)
(11)
+
1
8πG
(
ǫabcdE
a
l E
b
mǫ
ilmRcdijN
j +
2
γ
Eal E
b
mǫ
ilmRijabN
j
)
,
where we introduce a vector density R˜iab ≡ 12ǫijkRabjk dual to the curvature 2-form.
2If these constraints are not added to the Hamiltonian initally, they will be generated by consistency of the
Hamiltonian constraint under time evolution, i.e. the Poisson brackets {H,H} [5].
3Second class constraints also imply additional conditions on Lagrange multipliers, those used to enforce Cij
and Dij ; if the Hamiltonian constraint itself would be second class, this would imply a condition on its corre-
sponding Lagrange multiplier, the lapse, as seen for the “λR model” of Horˇava–Lifshitz gravity in [6].
4Wise [28] has suggested that the MacDowell–Mansouri formulation of gravity, where one unifies vierbein and
connection into an so(4, 1) connection, might shed light on this since det e 6= 0 is the requirement for the so(4, 1)
connection to be a Cartan connection.
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If we now introduce the scalar weight two densities
f(E,R) ≡ Eal EcmǫilmRijabǫjnpEbnEpc, g(E,R) ≡ Edl EemǫilmRijabǫjnpEbnEcpǫacde, (12)
it is straightforward to first verify that
g(E, ⋆R) = 2sf(E,R), (⋆R)ab ≡ 1
2
ǫabcdR
cd, (13)
and so by linearity and ⋆2 = s also f(E, ⋆R) = 12g(E,R). Furthermore, one sees that
g(E,R) =
2
3
det
(
Eci , E
d
j , E
e
k
)
ǫacdeE
b
i R˜
i
ab = 4s(det e)e
taEbi R˜
i
ab,
where we have used the invertibility of the matrix (eaµ) so that (det e)e
t
a =
s
6ǫabcd det(E
b
i , E
c
j , E
d
k).
With these definitions in hand, we rewrite (11) as
− N
2
4πG(det e)
(
f(E,R) +
s
2γ
g(E,R)
)
+
1
8πG
[
ǫabcdE
a
l E
b
mǫ
ilmRcdij +
2
γ
Eal E
b
mǫ
ilmRijab
]
N j ;
to finally express this in terms of the momenta πiab we need the following equalities,
πiacR
ab
ij π
j
b
c
=
(
1
8πG
)2 [(
s+
1
γ2
)
f(E,R) +
1
γ
g(E,R)
]
,
1
2
ǫabefπ
i
acR
ef
ij π
j
b
c
=
(
1
8πG
)2 [2s
γ
f(E,R) +
1
2
(
s+
1
γ2
)
g(E,R)
]
,
πiabR
ab
ij =
1
8πG
(
1
2
ǫabcdEclE
d
mǫ
ilmRabij +
1
γ
Eal E
b
mǫ
ilmRijab
)
,
which follow relatively straightforwardly from the definition of πiab. So (11) can be written as
2N2
det e
8πγ2G
(γ2 − s)
(
πiac
(
Rabij −
s
2γ
ǫabefR
ef
ij
)
πjb
c
)
+ 2πiabR
ab
ijN
j
and we have succeeded in identifying the diffeomorphism and Hamiltonian constraints
Hj ≡ πiabRabij ,
H ≡ πiac
(
Rabij −
s
2γ
ǫabefR
ef
ij
)
πjb
c
, (14)
which indeed satisfy the correct algebra as shown in [5].
Why would one consider γ < ∞ in (3)? The parameter γ does not modify the dynamical
content of the theory, but the symplectic structure on phase space. In LQG the central object
of interest is the real Barbero connection [4] Aab = Ωab+ γ2 ǫ
ab
cdΩ
cd whose conjugate momentum
is Πiab defined in (9). The one-form A
cd can no longer be interpreted as a connection on a G-
bundle over Σ (contrary to a claim made in [5]); however both its so(3) part AIJ and the dualised
complement sγ ǫ
IJKA0K can be viewed as connections on an SO(3)-bundle.
Lorentz symmetry is broken to SU(2) by reducing the system to the hypersurface in phase
space where the second class constraints are satisfied, as done in [5]. (The symmetry breaking can
also be understood geometrically by considering local observers [14].) The general solution to (9),
assuming that all ΠiIJ are non-vanishing, is Π
i
0I = Π
i
IJy
J for an arbitrary R3-valued scalar y.
After “solving” the remaining constraints (10) one arrives at a reduced phase space parametrised
by an SU(2) connection and the new field y together with their conjugate momenta. This system
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is free of second class constraints, but the first class constraints, in particular the Hamiltonian
constraint (14), take a rather complicated form in the new variables. One arrives at the usual
simpler formulation for LQG by further reducing to the submanifold yJ ≡ 0. In terms of the
original variables, Πi0I is then constrained to vanish, and the dynamical variables are the SU(2)
connection AIi ≡ 12ǫIJKAJKi and its conjugate momentum, the triad EiI . Equivalently, this
constraint formulation can be obtained by imposing time gauge E0 ≡ 0 in the action (6). Since
the local gauge group is now compact, a Yang–Mills-type quantisation is possible in LQG.
In the following section, we will see that the addition of a γ-dependent term to the Hamilto-
nian constraint is very natural from the viewpoint of the geometry of the space of connections.
4 Geometry of the space of connections
In this section, we recall the ADM formulation [1] of general relativity in metric variables whose
Hamiltonian constraint defines a metric on Wheeler’s superspace of 3-metrics, and extend the
discussion to the space of connections. For the superspace of metrics we essentially follow the
review [15] where many more details on the geometry and topology of this space can be found.
The relevant quantities in the metric formulation, defined on a spacelike surface Σ, are
a Riemannian metric h and a symmetric tensor K which becomes the extrinsic curvature of Σ
in the full spacetime. The Hamiltonian constraint for vacuum GR has the form [15]
||K||2h − (Trh(K))2 −R(h) = 0, (15)
where indices are raised and lowered with h.
Since K is essentially conjugate to the metric h, one can take the part of (15) quadratic in K
to define an “ultralocal” (i.e. only involving multiplication of functions at the same point in Σ
without spatial derivatives) metric on the space of 3-metrics. More generally, one could consider
a family of metrics
Gα(x),λ(k, l) =
∫
Σ
d3xα
√
h
(
hijhmnkimljn − λ(hijkij)(hmnlmn)
)
, (16)
invariant under diffeomorphisms in Σ, where k and l are elements of the tangent space to h in
the space of Riemannian metrics, and α is some positive function that may be set to one.
The constraint (15) picks the value λ = 1, and it can be shown that this value is special from
purely geometric considerations of the action of diffeomorphisms on the space of metrics [15].
Instead of a metric on the space of metrics, one often considers the associated bilinear form
Tr(k·l)−λTr(k)Tr(l) on the space of (3×3) symmetric matrices. One can write the metric as h =
ETE, where E is the three-dimensional frame field which lies in the coset space GL(3)/O(3) ≃
R× SL(3)/SO(3); there is a one-parameter family of metrics
ds2 = Tr
(
E−1dE E−1dE
)
+ β
(
Tr
(
E−1dE
))2
on this coset. The two terms can now be identified as the Killing metric on sl(3) and the trivial
measure on R, respectively.
Now consider the space A of all connections in Σ defined above. This is a vector space with
a right action by the group G of gauge transformations; infinitesimally, a gauge transformation
is a g-valued function T (x) on Σ which induces a vector field on A, namely
VT (x) =
∫
Σ
d3x
(
DiT
ab(x)
) δ
δΩabi (x)
≡
∫
Σ
d3x
(
diT
ab(x) + [Ωi, T ]
ab(x)
) δ
δΩabi (x)
,
such that T 7→ VT is a Lie homomorphism, i.e. V[T,T ′] = [VT , VT ′ ]. There is also an action by the
diffeomorphism group of Σ on A, given by the Lie derivative (analogous to [15, Section 3]).
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The Hamiltonian constraint in connection variables (14) defines a diagonal (but not ultralo-
cal) (inverse) metric on space A, which in the cotangent space to A at Ω is given by
Gα(x),γ(π, τ) =
∫
Σ
d3xα(x)πiac(x)τ
jbc(x)
(
Rijab[Ω](x)− s
2γ
ǫabefR
ef
ij [Ω](x)
)
. (17)
If α(x) is a scalar function, we integrate a scalar density of weight two in Σ and the metric
is not invariant under diffeomorphisms in Σ; one could instead use a scalar density of weight
minus one, such as
(
det(~R12, ~R13, ~R23)
)
−1/2
, which is only defined where this determinant is
non-zero, to construct a scalar under 3-diffeomorphisms. The bilinear form associated to (17) is
(Gγ)
[ac][bd]
ij =
[
ηcd
(
Rabij −
s
2γ
ǫabefR
ef
ij
)
− ηad
(
Rcbij −
s
2γ
ǫcbefR
ef
ij
)]
− (b↔ d) , (18)
viewed as an (18×18) matrix where [ac]i label rows and [bd]j label columns. The Barbero–Immirzi
parameter γ appears to be the analogue of the parameter λ appearing in (16) in the case of
3-metrics, in the following sense: If we consider the action of G gauge transformations on the
frame field, Ebi → ΛbcEci , the momenta πiab transform in the adjoint representation, as does the
curvature 2-form Rabij . Hence, for a form linear in the curvature, we need a three-index invariant
tensor for the adjoint representation of G to define an invariant metric. For simple Lie algebras,
such a tensor is given by the structure constants of the Lie algebra contracted with the Killing
form. The algebras so(3, 1) and so(4) are semisimple and we have the situation described by
Wise [29, Appendix B] for the case of symmetric bilinear forms: There is a family of invariant
trilinear forms, antisymmetric in the first two arguments, given by
ν(X,Y,Z) = κ([X,Y ], (c0 + c1⋆)Z), X, Y, Z ∈ g, (19)
(where κ is the Killing form), and these span all such forms, since the common complexification
of so(3, 1) and so(4) splits as so(4,C) ≃ sl(2,C)⊕sl(2,C), and for each of the factors all invariant
trilinear forms have the form κ([X,Y ], Z) [8]. Hence, just as in the case of Wheeler’s superspace,
one has two possible terms in the metric. Their relative weight is characterised by λ in the metric
case and by γ in the connection case.
For G = SO(3, 1), it is easy to check that for γ = ±i, and only for these values, the bilinear
form (18) is degenerate independent of the connection Ω, and hence these values are special. This
is because for γ = ±i (18) involves a projection of the complexification so(4,C) on its (anti-)self-
dual part. If G = SO(4), an identical calculation gives a degenerate bilinear form (18) if γ = ±1,
again corresponding to a projection on the (anti-)self-dual part of so(4). Of course γ is normally
taken to be real; nevertheless this observation is a re-statement of the fact [24] that in the
Barbero formulation of GR the connection cannot be interpreted as a space-time connection
unless γ assumes one of the values ±i used in the original Ashtekar formulation [2].
In this sense, the values γ = ±i or γ = ±1 are analogous to the preferred value λ = 1 in the
metric formulation. On the other hand, this argument does not give any preferred real values
of γ for G = SO(3, 1). In particular, the limit γ →∞ is not special, and from this viewpoint it
seems more natural to allow general γ.
In the general case (for real γ) the bilinear form is denegerate if Rab − s2γ ǫabcdRcd only takes
values in a proper subspace of g, or equivalently if Rab only takes values in a subalgebra a that
satisfies span{a ∪ ⋆(a)} 6= g, where ⋆ is the Hodge dual in the Lie algebra as in (13). The
subalgebras a leading to a degenerate bilinear form (in the case G = SO(3, 1)) are obviously
all one- and two-dimensional subalgebras of g, as well as the Bianchi algebras V, VII0 and VIIa
and the four-dimensional algebra sim(2)5.
5For an overview of applications of this maximal subgroup of the Lorentz group, see [11].
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If the curvature only takes values in a subalgebra of g (everywhere), by the Ambrose–Singer
theorem the holonomy of the connection is a subgroup of G, and so the connection is reducible.
At these connections the action of G has fixed points. If one wanted the coset A/G, for com-
pact G, to be a smooth manifold, these connections would have to be excluded, or the allowed
gauge transformations modified accordingly [25]6. The metric obtained from the Hamiltonian
constraint hence fits in with the requirement that the action of G be free.
One is tempted to stress here that the number of four spacetime dimensions is very special; in
any other number of dimensions the rotation group is simple and the choice of invariant tensor
for the adjoint representation would be unique. Let us briefly contrast the previous discussion
with the simpler case of 3 dimensions; here the relevant GR action is (the Lorentz group here is
G = SO(2, 1) or G = SO(3))
S =
1
16πG
∫
Σ×R
ǫabce
a ∧Rbc[ω] = 1
16πG
∫
dt
∫
Σ
ǫabc
(−Ω˙ab ∧ Ec + χaRbc[Ω]− ΞabD(Ω)Ec).
As in the case of four dimensions it is convenient to treat χa and Ξab as Lagrange multipliers.
There is also again a set of primary constraints determining the momenta conjugate to the six
connection components Ωbcj as functions of the variables E
c
i ,
πiab = −
1
16πG
ǫijǫabcE
c
j ;
these can be inverted so that one can express Eai directly in terms of π
i
ab and formulate the
theory in terms of the variables (Ωabi , π
i
ab) by the 3+3 constraints
Ca ≡ ǫabcǫijRbcij , Gab ≡ D(Ω)i πiab.
The theory has no local degrees of freedom. As suggested in [27], if the nondegeneracy condition
det
(
πiabπ
ab
j
) 6= 0 is satisfied, one can construct a scalar constraint H = ǫijǫefgπiaeπjfgCa which
again defines a (degenerate) metric on the space of connections. In “dualised” notation πia =
1
2ǫa
bcπibc, this part is proportional to π
i
aπ
j
bR
c
ijǫ
ab
c, and so corresponds to the trilinear form on the
adjoint representation of G constructed from the structure constants. Here so(3,C) ≃ sl(2,C)
and there is no possibility to add a second term to the constraint.
5 GR from a geodesic principle?
The Hamiltonian constraint (14) can be understood as a geodesic principle in the space of
connections, as detailed in [26]; it follows from the simple action
S =
∫
dt
∫
Σ
d3x
1
2N
Ω˙abi Ω˙
cd
j (Gγ)
ij
abcd[Ω], (20)
or in canonical form,
S =
∫
dt
∫
Σ
d3x
(
Ω˙abi π
i
ab −
N
2
πiabπ
j
cd(Gγ)
abcd
ij [Ω]
)
,
so that the Hamiltonian constraint (14) follows; the other constraints are then required by
consistency of H ≡ 0 under time evolution, as shown in [5]. The analogy of GR to a relativistic
particle in a certain background metric has been used by many authors to discuss conceptual
issues in quantum gravity, such as the properties of different two-point functions defining an
inner product [17].
6Compare the analogous discussion for the space of Riemannian metrics in [15].
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In (20), (Gγ)
ij
abcd is the inverse of the bilinear form (18), which we recall is
(Gγ)
[ac][bd]
ij =
[
ηcd
(
Rabij −
s
2γ
ǫabefR
ef
ij
)
− ηad
(
Rcbij −
s
2γ
ǫcbefR
ef
ij
)]
− (b↔ d),
and is invertible for generic γ, unless the curvature Rab of ωab only takes values in certain sub-
algebras of g. Such connections have to be excluded from our configuration space for (20) to be
defined, and general relativity to be understood as free fall on superspace. An interesting ques-
tion that we cannot answer here would be whether geodesics can always be extended to infinite
parameter length, i.e. whether one will encounter degenerate connections following a geodesic.
In the metric case, the constraint (15) is not just quadratic in the canonical momenta, but
involves, even for pure gravity, a “potential term” depending on the scalar curvature R(h).
However, as shown by Greensite [16], the constraint (15) for gravity, possibly coupled to scalar
and vector fields and with cosmological constant, can be rewritten as a geodesic equation on an
extended “superspace”, the configuration space of the theory, for an appropriate metric. The
proof rests on the following steps:
• As in (20), one only needs to consider the Hamiltonian (scalar) constraint, since the other
constraints are generated by consistency (conservation of H = 0 in time). One can make
specific gauge choices restricting the lapse and shift functions.
• One only assumes a Hamiltonian constraint of the general form
H = Gab(q)papb + U(q), (21)
where qa are coordinates on the configuration space and pa are conjugate momenta, G
ab
is a non-degenerate symmetric form (so that one can solve for the momenta pa in terms of
velocities q˙a), and U(q) an arbitrary “potential”. Then one shows that geodesic particle
motion with respect to a metric gµν is equivalent to motion in a potential φ for a metric Gµν
where gµν = φGµν . (21) can therefore be viewed as the geodesic equation for an appropriate
supermetric.
In particular, no explicit form of Gab is needed to prove the result. Trying to apply a similar
reasoning to GR in connection variables, we immediately notice that matter fields as well as
the cosmological constant would couple to momenta (namely the triad) and hence would lead to
a momentum-dependent “potential” in the Hamiltonian constraint. The statement that GR is
free fall in the space of connections only holds for pure gravity without cosmological constant.
6 Symmetries and the need for third quantisation
Loop quantum gravity is the canonical quantisation of general relativity in connection variables;
quantum states can be thought of as functionals ψ[A] on the space of generalised connections A
on which an action of a certain set of operators corresponding to phase space functions is defined.
In this sense, one has performed a first quantisation analogous to single-particle quantum me-
chanics. When this quantisation procedure is applied to the relativistic particle, with mass-shell
constraint C ≡ gµνpµpν+m2, one faces the well-known difficulties of defining a positive-definite
inner product and corresponding probability interpretation, which are overcome by splitting
the solutions to the constraint into positive- and negative-frequency subspaces. In the second
quantised theory, the different sectors are then identified with operators creating and annihi-
lating particles. However, quantum field theory is meaningful also when a symmetry allowing
the definition of positive and negative frequency is absent and there is no unambiguous particle
concept.
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This line of reasoning was pushed further in a paper by Kucharˇ [21]; it was argued that
in order to have a meaningful “one-particle” (i.e. one-universe) interpretation of quantum geo-
metrodynamics, one would require a symmetry on superspace analogous to time translation on
Minkowski space. More concretely, one requires a conditional symmetry: This would be the
existence of a quantity linear in momenta,
K =
∫
Σ
d3xκij(x)[h]p
ij(x),
such that on the constraint surface where H and ~H vanish one has
[
K,H[N ] + ~H[ ~N ]] ≈ 0 ∀N(x), ~N (x),
where H[N ] and ~H[ ~N ] are the usual smeared forms of the constraints, H[N ] = ∫ d3xN(x)H(x).
Kucharˇ proceeded to show that no such quantity exists, and argued that there is therefore no
meaningful one-universe theory of quantum geometrodynamics, so that one has to go to a “third
quantised” theory where fixed “universe number” is no longer the central concept. The idea of
third quantisation was then taken up by other authors, e.g. in [12].
For GR in connection variables, a modern third quantisation approach that grew out of
loop quantum gravity is group field theory (GFT) [22], which is however not formulated on
the (infinite-dimensional) space of connections on a continuous manifold Σ, but on the group
manifold Gn, interpreted as the space of holonomies describing parallel transport along n given
paths, thereby encoding the geometry of a discrete structure such as a d-simplex. A more
direct “second quantisation” of loop quantum gravity would be a tentative formalism for third
quantisation based on continuous connections, which could be an appropriate description for
a continuum limit of GFT [13].
Without going further into the details of the formalism outlined in [13], we contrast the
situation for the space of metrics with the proposal in [26] for a time variable on the space of
connections for γ = ±√s so that the connection is self-dual and can be thought of as a one-form
valued in su(2) ⊗ R (Euclidean) or su(2) ⊗ C (Lorentzian); the gauge group is then reduced to
G = SU(2) and the Hamiltonian constraint becomes [23]7
H ≡ EiaEjbF abij [A],
where Eia are conjugate to the su(2) connection A
a
i .
In [26] several arguments are given for the interpretation of the Chern–Simons [7] invariant
T [A] =
∫
Σ
Tr
(
A ∧ dA+ 2
3
A ∧A ∧A
)
(22)
as a natural time variable on the space of connections. Since the variation of (22) is δT ∼∫
δAa ∧ ǫabcF bc, the momentum conjugate to T is (up to a constant)
PT =
(∫
Σ
d3x
√
detF
)
−1 ∫
Σ
d3x
√
detFF ai E
i
a,
where F ia =
1
4ǫabcǫ
ijkF bcjk are interpreted as elements of a matrix F and F
a
i are the elements of
the inverse matrix F−1, F iaF
a
j = δ
i
j . Note that in this formalism
~Ea and ~Fa are vector densities
and (detF ) has density weight two so that PT is independent of the choice of coordinates
on Σ. If T is accepted as a time variable and PT is accepted as the analogue of frequency, one
7Here we denote Lie algebra indices by a, b, . . . although the gauge group is supposedly SU(2) since in the
Lorentzian theory the connection is really valued in sl(2,C), the full Lorentz group.
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could now proceed to split the Hilbert space of loop quantum gravity into positive- and negative
frequency components; no such proposal seems to have been made in the existing literature. The
Chern–Simons invariant does of course feature in the definition of the Kodama state [20, 26]
ψKod[A] = exp
(
3
16πΛ
T [A]
)
,
claimed to be an exact solution in quantum gravity corresponding to de Sitter space, whose
significance in the full theory is however disputed [30]. Note that the analogous time variable
for the metric formalism of GR, proposed by York [31], is the trace of the extrinsic curvature
which depends on both “positions” and “momenta”, unlike (22) for connections.
7 Summary
In this short review paper, we have taken the view that a careful study of the space of connections,
in light of its role as the configuration space for general relativity, is a first important step
towards understanding gravity in connection variables, first at the classical level and then for
its quantisation in LQG. We have focussed on its possible metric structure, an interpretation of
dynamics as free fall in such a metric, and the existence of a time variable which is important for
a physical interpretation of the quantum theory. When reviewing known properties of the space
of connections, we compared them with those of the traditional superspace of geometrodynamics.
The Hamiltonian constraint of GR defines a metric on the space of connections whose inte-
grand in its general form, with the Barbero–Immirzi parameter γ appearing as a free parameter
giving the relative weight of two possible terms, can be viewed as the most general invariant
three-index tensor for the adjoint representation of the gauge group G in which both the curva-
ture of the connection and the conjugate momenta live. The existence of two possible tensors
lies in the fact that G is not simple in four dimensions. In contrast to the metric case, the Hamil-
tonian constraint GR is quadratic in momenta with no “potential term” present. Therefore, on
the one hand it can directly be viewed as defining a geodesic principle on the space of connec-
tions, while on the other hand the addition of matter or a cosmological constant would not lead
to a “potential” term, so that a geodesic interpretation can only be given to pure GR. Finally
we discussed the need for a quantity on the configuration space of the theory that plays the
role of energy for the quantum mechanics of a single particle. For the space of connections, the
Chern–Simons invariant might be a natural candidate, but its significance in the interpretation
of the Hilbert space of LQG remains at present rather unclear and deserves further study.
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